Overlay error is misalignment between any of the 20 or more patterns used at different stages of semiconductor integrated circuit manufacture (see Figure 1 ). For the devices to work properly, overlay should be no more than about 20% of the smallest dimension of any element in the patterns. Overlay data, employed to detect alignment problems and to calculate adjustments to the process tools, requires total measurement uncertainty (TMU) that is much smaller than the process tolerance. Until now optical microscopy has been the method of choice for overlay metrology. But a new approach may be needed for the 22nm processes currently in development, which will require TMU to be less than 0.4nm.
ter allowing for the expected change of sign. Other contributors to TMU include differences in measurements between tools, discrepancies in results from identical adjacent targets, 1 and variance between measured data and the best fit to patterning tool models. These effects suggest that the real uncertainty in overlay at any point in the device is greater than 5nm, well above our 0.4nm TMU target. Better understanding is needed to make the right decisions about current and potential future techniques for overlay measurement.
Target design plays a fundamental role in measurement precision and accuracy, but targets are also subject to size restrictions. Today, overlay is measured using relatively large (25×25µm) bar-in-bar or box-in-box (either abbreviated BIB) targets. New designs such as Blossom 2 (see Figure 2 ) provide more informa- tion in the same space, improving measurement uncertainty and making the target less susceptible to damage by destructive process steps. The number of elements printed at each layer, or measurement redundancy, can be adjusted to trade measurement precision against space saving (see Figure 3 ), or to permit direct measurement of double-patterned process steps.
Variations in wafer surface reflectivity limit the accuracy with which overlay can be measured. TMU arising from 0.5% reflectivity changes is 0.5nm with a BIB target. The greater amount of information in a Blossom target reduces it to 0.1nm. 3 Scatterometry can also measure overlay. Indeed, results published to date show promising levels of precision and TIS, 4 though these are from targets requiring ten times the space used by Blossom.
Models allow the use of extremely sparse sampling plans, but the difference between the data and fitted model can exceed the overlay process control budget. Some of these differences arise from reticle fabrication error. 5 The remainder occur due to real effects outside of the scope of the models. A new imagebased technique uses targets small enough (3×3µm or less) to be placed within the die area of many products. 5 Figure 4 shows the measured in-die overlay for a production gate poly wafer together with modeled overlay derived from measurements at the four BIB targets in the scribe lines. The difference between the two sets of data is 20nm (3σ), which is much larger than the required process control budget. Characterizing in-die overlay us-
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Figure 4. Measured in-die overlay (black arrows) and model-based overlay predictions (red arrows).
ing actual measurements can improve control where it is needed, in the device itself.
Maintaining semiconductor overlay control below 4nm in the future will require a modified approach. Reticle qualification and in-chip measurements can be used to characterize overlay throughout the printed field. Process control measurements can use high-redundancy Blossom or scatterometry targets for the most critical layers, and multilayer Blossom targets for dual patterned layers and to save space in steps that are less critical. No insurmountable roadblocks have been discovered.
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